How to install and operate the high pressure air compressor and oil-water separator? Please read the following tips:

1. Find out a blue pipe from the machine parts and connect it with the air compressor and oil-water separator, just inset the two sides of the pipe into the connectors of the air compressor and oil-water separator directly, see as below:

2. Unplug the interface of the white pipe that connected with the air pump, and connect the white pipe with the blue pipe (this blue pipe has been connected with and fixed inside the machine). See as below:
3. Introduction of the air compressor parts, these parts control the air exhausting while blowing, or air exhausting without blowing; you can control them by turning on and off the Blowing button, see as below:

4. Introduction of the oil-water separator, this part controls the air releasing or not and the amount of the released air, it can be adjusted by the black switch; and there are two containers for separating oil and water. Generally speaking, “the other interface” of the oil-water separator has been connected before out of factory. Users needn’t to connect this interface. See as below:
5. After the devices are all connected properly; please turn on the switch of the air compressor, then the air compressor will exhausting and blowing air, and the air will go through the oil-water separator for separating oil and water, and then the air will flowing to the laser head, here the laser will working properly. See as below: